Brief summary of recommendations from 5/18/16 gathering of Alaska Native and Native American peoples on how to address trauma & promote resilience in Alaska:

- **Revise the training-of-ACEs/Resilience-trainers** (through the speakers bureau currently managed by Alaska Children’s Trust) and the curriculum that trainers are given with which to present (currently, this is ACE Interface). Make sure this revision includes:
  
  - Cultural and collective trauma, including historical, intergenerational, and ongoing/persistent injustices faced by Alaska Native peoples and others – share the historical perspective from within a global perspective (*this is what happens to humans when they are oppressed and dislocated*; use evidence from many differing peoples)
  - Cultural and collective strengths and indigenous practices of child-rearing, wellness, healing, and resilience. Share concepts and understanding and do some of these practices within the trainings, such as movement or massage. This provides:

    "Something to catch people while they’re falling after you give them all of this information." Trauma is experienced in the body and the body needs to be involved in its release.

    - The understanding that the ACEs study provides data on, and translation of, what is ancestral knowledge for Alaska Native peoples and many indigenous peoples throughout the world
    - Basic cultural competence to understand Alaska’s diverse Native peoples
    - An emphasis on cultural humility, partnering and listening

- **Materials for cross-cultural work:** Partner to create easy-to-access, easy-to-digest materials to build basic cultural competence for non-Native people about Native peoples, and guidance on how to work respectfully and collaboratively in Native communities; these materials and these understandings should be considered fundamental to any person working on trauma with Native peoples and presenting on trauma in Alaska. (Whenever possible invite/allow Alaska Native peoples to present on issues of trauma rather than interpreting their experience).

- **Include the opportunity to be a co-trainer,** where people with different areas of expertise can team up together to present

- **Traditional sociopolitical structures:** There is a need to build back up – in a way compatible with contemporary life -- the sociopolitical structures and practices that support Alaska Native leadership, mentorship, and social well-being (e.g. qasgiq/men’s house in Yup’ik culture, traditional roles of the community).
• **Sovereignty of solutions**: Change the funding structures and requirements in a way that better supports Alaska Native and community-led solutions and “give us the time to do this work ourselves [Alaska Native communities]; don’t force it on us” – more collaboration, less imposition of strategies from the outside.

• **Continually address power and privilege differences** that get in the way of doing this work equitably within coalitions, organizations, etc.

• **Data collection methodology**: Not only in the framing of how to discuss ACEs/trauma, but also in the collecting of data, include a cultural and collective perspective (e.g. “in your household” and “your parents” does not adequately capture the way many Alaska Native children spend the majority of their time or which family members have the most influence over them). Include additional ACEs/forms of trauma identified as important by marginalized communities (e.g. loss of land and traditional food sources, mandatory boarding school attendance)